TemPoint from EMS allows contractors
to provide instant fire detection
throughout the entire lifecycle of a
project. Thanks to a wire-free approach
the system is completely flexible, so it
can be expanded as a site grows. It also
eliminates the problems associated with
traditional wired fire systems that require
a 240volt energy supply.

Last
year CLG
released figures
relating to the number
of fire incidents in buildings
under construction for the first
time.

As a wire-free solution to CDM compliance,
TemPoint means that contractors no longer
need to waste precious time during a
construction programme making a site safe.
Instead this is a wire-free radio system that is
ready to be installed and can be up and
running rapidly, saving time. Additional boards
and detectors can be added as the site grows
too, so minimising the cost of manual patrols.
The system is also entirely portable, so once
permanent fire detection has been installed
onsite the contractor can move the system to
the next project.
The CDM regulations demand that contractors
ensure new sites are protected from the risk of
fire from their very inception. The contractor’s
responsibility for the safety of the site, its
operatives, visitors and the local area starts as
soon as work onsite begins. In addition to
designing-in long-term fire protection for the
life of the new scheme, the contractor must
ensure
fire
protection
throughout
the
construction phase of the project too. HSG168
provides guidance on how best to achieve this.

The report entitled ‘Fire Statistics Monitor,
April 2009 to March 2010 (England only)’
indicates there were 450 fires on construction
sites in this 12-month period. The cost of
monitoring for the risk of such fires, not only
in materials but also in time on the
contractor’s part, soon adds up.
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from EMS provides a cost effective solution,
which can be used time and again. By their
very nature construction sites are constantly
changing. There is a need for the contractor to
continuously revisit fire risk assessments and
ensure that legal obligations are fulfilled.
While timber frame construction grows in
popularity the need to ensure excellent fire
protection is vital. TemPoint can help support
a rigorous fire detection and protection
protocol onsite and for the lifetime of a
construction project.”
TemPoint consists of a totally portable fully
addressable
panel
with
two-way
communication. Contractors can choose from
a sound or strobe alarm option and there is
also the option of a hardwired call point. With
up to five years’ battery life and delivered with
a five-year warranty (all manufactured
products) from EMS, TemPoint is a reliable
way of protecting a site, operatives, visitors
and valuable material assets from the risk of
fire.
TemPoint is developed and manufactured by
EMS in the UK.



Totally portable



Easy to configure additions



Fully Addressable



Wireless activation



2 way radio communication



Sound/Strobe option



Hardwired call point option



Up to 5 years battery life



5 Year Warranty

August 2013: “Under Construction” blaze at £16m Police Firearms Range near
Bristol
This major fire, at a construction site, started in the early hours. At the height of the blaze
there were 6 fire appliances and supporting vehicles from Avon Fire & Rescue.
The damage was both extensive and costly and has added greatly to the overall timeframe for
the project completion.

